Sub: Get Together -1981 batch and Resolution at Kolkata on July 21st, 2013

We had a BECA 81 get together on the evening of 21st. July, 2013 at Ispat-Nikentan (Ballygunge Circular
Road; where we last met on 29th. December 2012); 27 of our batch-mates were able to make it and
please find their names.
•

The evening had begun by celebrating Bikash’s (Roy, Met, H-7, Rich) B’day.

•
Arun (Ghosh, Met, H-9, Wolf) introduced an effort centered on “Madhyam” to recognize
accompanying musicians for their accomplishments and although this is NOT a 1981 initiative he
(ghosharunbaran@gmail.com) counts on your good wishes in all forms.

•
Subhasish Bhattacharyya (Jack, Civil, H-15, Sen) proposed a group medical insurance for willing
members of BECA81; he will gather necessary information and volunteered to coordinate with a wellknown insurance company for our future need. Please contact him (proconmagkol@yahoo.co.in; 9331828-300) to build an FAQ so that all your questions are addressed properly and also let him know if you
are interested to join.

•
Aloke (Bhunia) reported that Bidyut(Chakraborty, Met, H-12, Mac) is hospitalized and need our
help. Bidyut started his carrier with MAMC and now works for Vikrant Forging at Dankuni. He was first
admitted on 25th. June for emergency prostate operation and was released early July, 2013. But due to
some complications within a week he was operated for the second time and released on 11th. July 2013.
On July 17th. he was readmitted and 8 units of blood had already been given since 18th. July. Besides his
health, huge amount of pilling medical bills contributing to their worries. It was decided to raise fund for
him to bleed some pressure. If you all agree we might release Rupees 30K for his immediate need from
our BECA 1981 Fund till we finish the fund drive. Please respond by return mail to
alokebhunia@rediffmail.comthe pledge amount. We understand any support is of significant
importance to his family but please try to maintain a standard level (say Rs. 5,000 and no less than 2,500
if 5K is a real push).AlokeBhunia isin touch with Bidyut’s family and please find below his wife’s account
details if electronic transfer is preferred; otherwise kindly handover/mail your contribution (check/cash)
to Aloke. If you need any further information please contact him: alokebhunia@rediffmail.com; 9433027-333.Also, if you directly transfer any amount please let Aloke know that too to help our record
keeping.

Name of A/C Holder: Manideepa Chakrabarty

Name of Bank: Axis Bank
IFSC Code: UTIB0000444
Account Number: 909010038654003

•
We closed the evening with special thanks to people like Ranjit (Ganguly, EE) and Supratik
(Bhattacharyya, Arch) who came all the way from Guwahati and Durgapur respectively to make the
meet a success.

Get Together ’81 on July 21, 2013
Steel Club 52/1A B C Road, Kolkata -700019

Participants:
1)

Ajoy Chakraborty

2)

Sujit Majumder

3)

Arun Ghosh

4)

Chandi Prosad Khanra

5)

Alok R Bhunia

6)

Biman Ghosh

7)

Sushanta Roy

8)

Chandan Pain

9)

Tamal Bhattacharya

10)

Jagadish Maity

11)

S. Bhattachraya

12)

Swarup Bhattacharya

13)

Debasish Ghosh

14)

Nikhil Ranjan Chatterjee

15)

Goutam Bandyopadhyay

16)

Subrata Mukhopadhay

17)

Partha Pratim Ghosh(Rocky)

18)

Prabal Bhattacharya

19)

Bikash Chandra Ray(Birthday Boy)

20)

Parag Majumdar

21)

Sukanta Dey Roy

22)

Santanu Bhattacharya

23)

Subhasish Bhattacharya (Jack)

24)

Pinaki Ranjan Nag

25)

Ranjit Ganguly

26)

Soumitra Banerjee

27)

Biswajit Hazra

